™

DIGITAL
FORMATS
FOR EVERY READER
eBooks | Audiobooks | Interactive Books | Audisee® eBooks with Audio
First Avenue Classics™ | Live Oak Media eReadalongs
Discover digital formats to meet the varied needs and interests of readers in your school or library!
All Lerner Digital products share these features:
• Buy it once and own it forever
Purchased digital titles will always be accessible to your students—
no contracts or expiration dates to manage.
• Multi-user access
Provide simultaneous access for your entire school building.
• Automatic user authentication
Set up instant access to your Lerner Digital collection for your school or
library, allowing students to connect without a password.
• MARC record links
Easily access purchased titles through your library catalog via provided
MARC records.

• Free Lerner Digital Bookshelf
Host your Lerner Digital collection in one central location.
• Free apps
With the free Lerner Digital app, students can search their library's
collection of Lerner Digital titles.
• Instant access QR codes
Students simply scan our QR code labels and start reading on a mobile
device. QR code labels are FREE with direct orders of $350 or more; nominal
fees apply for smaller orders.

Visit freetrial.lernerbooks.com for a free 30-day trial
800-328-4929 | LERNERDIGITAL.COM

MULTI-USER EBOOKS
• Perfect for pleasure reading, research,
or report writing

MORE THAN

6,500
TITLES
AVAILABLE!

• Available in single- or multi-user
access
• More than 4,000 titles downloadable
for offline reading; students may
download these titles to their mobile
devices and read without a live
Internet connection

View all available eBooks at
lernerbooks.com/go/eBooks

NEARLY

500
TITLES

AVAILABLE!
• Now available directly in the
Lerner Digital Bookshelf
• Audio controls include play, pause,
seek bar, rewind 15 seconds, fast
forward 15 seconds
• Audio player shows volume control,
duration, time elapsed, and time
remaining

View all available audiobooks at
lernerbooks.com/go/audiobooks

FIRST AVENUE

classics

160
TITLES

™

AVAILABLE!

From Alice and the Wizard of Oz to Hamlet and Don Quixote, your favorite characters from literature are now accessible from any digital
device. First Avenue Classics transform unabridged versions of literary staples into compelling digital layouts, making the books appealing
and easier to read. Students and educators will be able to easily navigate the fixed-format pagination and hyperlinked table of contents.
When available, original illustrations are also featured.
First Avenue Classics are available for purchase by individual title or as a group using the collection ISBN. Multi-user access covers the
entire school, allowing titles to be simultaneously used for classroom assignments, book club picks, and independent reading. Each school
owns the eBooks forever—no hosting or subscription fees apply. Instead of annually resupplying lost books from classroom collections of
assigned classics, purchase a multi-user eBook once and have it for years to come.

With the click of a button, all First Avenue Classics can be downloaded to a mobile device for offline reading,
so students have access even when away from an internet connection.

Single-User eBook Editions:
$13.32 (List) • $9.99 (S&L)
Multi-User eBook Editions:
$19.99 (List) • $14.99 (S&L)

View all First Avenue Classics titles at
lernerbooks.com/go/FAC

127
TITLES

AVAILABLE!
eReadalongs are eBooks integrated with the high-quality audio productions that distinguish Live Oak Media in the field of children’s book
recordings. Read by prominent audiobook narrators and enhanced with original music and sound effects, these recordings encourage a love
of reading in young readers and listeners. Text highlighting is synched with the audio to support a variety of skill levels.

ODYSSEY
HONOR
AWARD

Individual Single-User eReadalong: $18.95
Individual Multi-User eReadalong: $29.95

View all Live Oak Media eReadalongs online at
lernerbooks.com/go/liveoakmedia
800-328-4929 | LERNERBOOKS.COM

Audisee eBooks with Audio combine professional narration and text
highlighting to engage reluctant readers and auditory learners. Students in
grades PreK-12 will be drawn to the wide variety of titles from fascinating
nonfiction to compelling fiction—including an array of high/low titles for
teens. With our award-winning Audisee eBooks with Audio bringing these
titles to life, even the most reluctant students can't resist!

999
TITLES NOW
AVAILABLE!

Audisee eBooks with Audio spark interest with:
• Reluctant readers

• Auditory learners

• Audiobook listeners

• Struggling readers

• ELL/ESL students

• On-level students

Two Collections Available!
Audisee eBooks with Audio offer multi-user access, allowing books to be used by an unlimited number of
students in a school building at the same time. Schools buy once and own forever. Pricing varies by title
length and type. Purchase titles individually or by series.
Audisee On-Level Audio Pace

Audisee Fluent Audio Pace

16 Fall 2020 Titles
715 Total Offerings

6 Fall 2020 Titles
284 Total Offerings

Titles in this collection feature single word highlighting
matched to real-voice narration at a pace appropriate for
the specified reading level of each title. The on-level reading
speed allows readers time to make connections between the
visual and auditory experience.

Titles in this collection use sentence highlighting and fluent,
professional narration.

See our complete Audisee title lists at lernerbooks.com/go/Audisee
LERNERBOOKS.COM | 800-328-4929
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Product shown: Follow Those Zebras from the series
Sandra Markle’s Science Discoveries

1 TEXT HIGHLIGHTING

As the audio track plays, text is
highlighted for readers to easily follow
along, helping them make the audio
and visual connections.

PROFESSIONAL NARRATION
Voice actors read the text aloud in
an expressive, smooth narration,
helping listeners with fluency and
comprehension skills.

2 FIXED PAGINATION

Pages do not reflow on mobile devices
or computers, allowing readers to have
the same experience as students reading
print editions of the book.

VARIETY OF MATERIALS

Audisee eBooks with Audio include a
wide variety of genres, including graphic
novels, picture books, biographies,
informational and high-interest
nonfiction, chapter books, teen-oriented
high/low fiction, realistic fiction, sports,
mysteries, paranormal, and more.

3 EASY NAVIGATION
Familiar icons indicate how to pause,
play, stop, and change the volume on
the audio track. Leaving the Auto Play
feature "on" turns pages automatically.
With it "off," readers can manually turn
the pages.

DEVICE AGNOSTIC

Readers can use a variety of devices
to enjoy Audisee eBooks with Audio
titles, including smart phones, tablets,
e-readers, laptops, and desktop
computers. Titles can be accessed online
using any web browser or downloaded
for offline reading using the Lerner Digital
iPad® or Chromebook™ apps.

800-328-4929 | LERNERBOOKS.COM
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652
TITLES NOW
AVAILABLE!

™

Lerner Interactive Books offer high-interest nonfiction and fiction for K-6 in an
exciting interactive format. Designed to improve key literacy skills for emergent and
struggling readers, Lerner Interactive Books make reading fun—not frustrating.

LERNER INTERACTIVE BOOKS:
• Support a variety of learners and programs:
Beginning readers, struggling readers, auditory learners,
ELL/ESL students, special needs, blended learning, reading
recovery/early intervention, literacy initiatives, small-group
and whole-class instruction, after-school programs.
• Engage students: Familiar, easy-to-use controls make
readers comfortable. Professional narration pulls readers into
the story, providing emphasis and inflection that assist in
comprehension.
• Improve reading skills: Text highlighting assists readers in
making audio and visual connections. Students quickly build
their word recognition, pronunciation, and fluency skills. Each
title also contains a pen and highlighter tool for interacting
with the text.

• Adapt to readers with three audio speeds: Users can match
the reading speed to the appropriate pace, allowing readers to
advance as their skills and confidence grow.
• Offer supplemental features: Each book includes a
comprehension quiz, downloadable activities and games,
video and sound clips pop up, glossary definitions and more!
• Provide great value: Multi-user access allows books to be used
by an unlimited number of students in a school building at the
same time. Schools buy once and own forever.

Individual Multi-User Titles: $39.99 each
Series Bundle: Save 10%, the equivalent of $35.99 per title

View the complete lineup of Interactive Books at lernerbooks.com/go/interactive
LERNERBOOKS.COM | 800-328-4929
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Product shown: Let's Explore Gases from the Bumba Books®— A First Look at Physical Science series

1

INTEGRATED SOUND
& HIGHLIGHTED TEXT

Audio narration allows kids to follow along
as each word is highlighted on the screen.
Sound can be turned off for students to
practice reading independently.

2 THREE AUDIO SPEEDS
Three audio speeds support struggling,
at-level, and newly fluent readers. All audio
is professionally recorded by live voice talent.
Students can adjust the reading pace to their
reading ability.

3 SINGLE WORD REPEAT

Click any word on the page to hear it
repeated.

4 PAGE TURN

When auto page-turn is off, visual and
auditory cues alert readers to click or turn to
the next page. Activate auto page-turn for a
continuous reading experience.

5 PROGRESS BAR

The click-and-drag interactive progress bar
allows readers to quickly jump to pages within
the book.

6 FUN
This tab provides links to extras such as online
games, video or sound clips, activities, or
downloadable lessons.

7 QUIZ

8 TOOLS
The zoom-in feature allows readers to
enlarge text for easier reading. Pen,
highlighter, and eraser tools allow students
to interact with the text.

9 GLOSSARY
Students can click to hear the definitions
read aloud.

10 HELP SECTION

A teaching guide and an implementation
guide provide lesson ideas. Additionally,
educators can access a white paper detailing
the reading development research behind
Lerner Interactive Books.

Each book includes a short multiple-choice
quiz to verify reading comprehension.
With one click, the student can output
their graded quiz as a PDF for easy printing
or emailing.

800-328-4929 | LERNERBOOKS.COM

